
credible expression of basic mcarting, val-
ues, and moral convictions that provides
valid and effective guidance for enhancing
human life.”

Sharpe, whose essay on science and reli-
gion appears below, is a New Zealander
who is now in the process of becoming an
American citizen. He has earned two PhDs,
one in Science, Philosophy, and Religion
from Boston University in 1987, and the
other from La Tmbe University in Mel-
bourne, Australia, in Mathematics in 1974.

He also holds divinity, theological, and
other mathematics degrees.

Most recently, Sharpe was the founding
editor in 1990 of Science & Religious News
and is on the Editorial Advisory Board of
Zygon. He has written extensively on the
subject of science and religion.

*****

My thanks to Paul R. Ryan for his heIp in
the preparation of this introduction and in
the editing of the following essay.
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Science and Religion: Frmn Warfare over
Sociobiology to a Working Alliance

by
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Union Institute Graduate School
65 Hoit Road, Concord NH 03301, USA

Science continues to confront religion. Unfortunately, religion continues to respond defensively. A new

discipline of scienm and religion is etwging, a primary aim of which is exploring constructively the
intenrction between the two iueas. A current topic is scwiobiology’s relation to religion. %ciohology
could undermine tefigion’s claim to truth; thus it threatens theology. TlreoIogiarts frequently respond by

scparSdng sociobiology from religion, thus setting up a dualism. There are reasons, however, for
questioning this sesponse. Theology could embrace sociobiology’s tindings and work with it toward a
Mter society.

During the Gulf War, a fellow faculty of mourning. Her grief centered on the war’s
member at the Union Institute in Cincimati, cleanliness. She mourned for those denied
Ohio, Audrey Faulkner, wore a black band its fill pain. High-tech weaponry preduced
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a contlict virtually bloodiess for most of the
American people. The war, with its “smart”
technology, surgically removed a sense of
suffering from the popular psyche as experi-
enced in prior wars. Only the Iraqis, Kuwai-
tis, and Israelis felt pain as nations. Our ab-
sence.of loss was heightened by prohibitions
against the media’s showing any pain or
misery on the part of American soldiers.

Suffering and death often have to do with
religion. In this war, science and ttxhnology
cut contact with the deep religious side of
our being.

Other scienceheligion issues emerged
from the war. Westerners naively think
Muslim culture, especially its fundamental-
ist wing, does not support technological and
scientific knowledge. In reality, Islam is
supportive, but on its own terms. It objects
to science as Western scientists define it. It
wrestles with how much one has to become
Western to embrace technology and
science. 1

There are many current interactions be-
tween science and religion besides those
raised by recent events in the Middle East.
The subject still causes hot debate in the
pages of such publications as Natum2 and
The Scientists

Many of the interactions between science
and religion suggest a state of ww between
the two historical antagonists. Scholars,
however, now shy from battle image~ be-
cause they feel the two realms deal with
distinct subjects.4 A more honest assessment
of history may show the two realms were at
war and that n9igion lost. Religion then re-
defined itself so science could not touch it.
But skirmishes still occur. They center on
knowledge and belief, such as the Islamic
example, and on the use of technology and
science, as in the “clean” Gulf War.

Recent efforts at building constructive re-
lations between the two constituencies,
sometimes called the new interactionalism,s
represent a marked deparhue from the war-
fare mentality. Several theologians have de-
velopai theologies explicitly dependent on
scientific findings or modeis (for example,
Philip Hefner,6 .&thur Peacocke,7 John
Polkinghome,8 and Robefi Russel19).Some

look to science for insight into theological
method (including Ian Barbour,10Sallie Mc-
Fague,l 1 and Nancey Murphy12). And, on
the other side of the coin, scientific models
are emerging in part inspired by spiritual or
religious insight. David Bohm’s holomove-
ment tbeory13.14 and James Lovelock’s Gaia
hypothesis are examples.ls

Sometimes scientists pour energy into
hypotheses because they feel them close to
their religious beliefs. Fntjof Capra and the
bootstrap hy@hesis fall into this cate-
gory.lb Several centers and societies from a
variety of religious backgrounds have
sprung up to promote such interactions (for
instance, the Institute on Religion in an Age
of Science, the Center for Theology and the
Natural Sciences, the Chicago Center for
Religion and Science, the European Society
for the Study of Science and ‘fheology, and
the American Scientific Afflliadon). Jour-
nals and book series feed this growth.
Zygon: Journal of Religwn and Science,
Science and Religion News, and the Fortress
press series in theology and the sciences are
just three examples.

The development of models for the rela-
tion between science and religion is another
active subject of exploration. Not only am
scholars pursuing this historically (what the
relation has been), they also seek an ideal
fitnre relation. Some suggest complemen-
tarily (for example, K. Helmut Reich17J8)
and others talk of a “consonance” (Tkd Pe-
&@9). I subscri~ to a l~&r-~&e Rla-

tion.m A new vision of how the realms
might relate is essential to formulating a
workable model.

Sociobiology is a science whose relation
to religion is controversial. It is an ideal sub-

ject for illus~ating what is going on in the
emerging science and religion discipline.

sociobiology

Human sociobiology is a new field that
takes evolutionary theory beyond the bio-
logical into the social. It contends there is a
biological basis for morality-a contention
that is at the root of the controversy. To de-
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scritx the debate, I will first introduce
sociobiology and then look at positions that
deny it can challenge theology.

Built into the human mind me various pat-
terns or rules. Sociobiologists cafl them epi-
genetic rules. These rules process informa-
tion that comes into the mind from internal
emotions and from the outside. There are
two types of these patterns. Primary epige-
netic rules process raw emotional and sense
data. Secondary epigenetic rules assemble
inner mental processes. These include con-
scious and deliberate decision making and
the placing of values. Epigenetic rules guide
people into thoughts and actions that ensure
human survivaL This theory can be found in
the works of C.J. Lumsden and Edward O.
Wllson21-23and others.~

While epigenetic rules are important to
sociobiology, they are speculative. More ev-
idence for their reality and functioning ap-
pears necessary.zs For the sake of this dis-
cussion, however, I assume their existence.

A second aspect of sociobiology has to do
with reproductive success. From an evolu-
tionary point of view, people are successful
when they pass their genes to the next gen-
eration. One way to achieve this is through
cooperative behavior called biological “al-
truism.” Altruistic behavior enhances ge-
netic success at risk or cost to oneself. For
example, parents who promote their
children’s future success by limiting their
family’s size to provide an expensive col-
lege education are behaving “altruistically.”
People also practice reciprocal “altruism.”
This happens when they do something for
others and their reward is that someone
sometimes may help them. I stop at a red
traffic signal even though it slows me down,
because elsewhere others stop when they
have red and I have green.

Further, humans have altruistic feelings
that make them behave “altruistically.”
These feelings oppose selfish inclinations
that afso exist for biological reasons. Genes
guide not only feelings but also moral rea-
soning. The rules give morality the feeling
of objective huth. Thus, they can enforce
“akmism.”

This discussion of sociobiology indicates
a link to theology. Both are concerned with
morality. But this assumes that the ideas of
sociobiology can and should interact at face
vafue with those of theology. Severaf theo-
logians think otherwise.

Theological Rejections of Sociobiology

An often-heard criticism of sociobiology
is that it justifies existing injustices. For in-
stance, segregationists say sociobiology
supports the belief that blacks are intellectu-
ally inferior to whites. They believe that
lower IQ scores are the result of evolution
following sociobiological mechanisms. We
camot change this condition. Opponents of
this view may then discard sociobiology be-
cause they feel it supports racism. Fruther
discussion of this can be found in the works
of P. Singer26 and W.A. Rottschaefer and
D. L. Martinsen.27 But they need not reject
sociobiology—it does not in fact support the
segregationists’ interpretation. Biological
incfimtions contain both good and bad be-
haviors, altruistic and evil. To discriminate
between them and to emphasize the more
appropriate (perhaps the altruistic, the anti-
injustice behaviors) is the task of sociaf
reflection.

Most theological criticisms of sociobi-
ology require more extensive treatment than
the above. Many turn out to be variations on
a few themes that continually occur in the
science-and-religion dialogue.

The “is”/ “ought” question often rises in
theological criticisms of sociobiology.
Many critics claim that “is” and “ought” are
separate. They think scientific investigation
(in this case, sociobiology) can only say
how humans have behaved or can behave.
That is the “is.” It cannot say how humans
should behave (the “ought”). This is the task
of ethicists.

To say the “is” has no role in determining
the “ought” is to say genes have no control
of culture. Nor do they contribute to it.
There is a fear of reducing culture (inciuding
religion and morality) to king the result of
biological mechanisms.
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Peacocke is a theologian and biochemist
at Gxford University who has this fear. He
thinks sociobiologists believe genes deter-
mine most social behavior. They acknowl-
edge only a lesser ro~efor nonbiologicai so-
cial properties. while Peacocke admits
research may confw sociobiology, he can-
not accept that genetics will explain ail of
culture. He also thinks sociobiology is not
reductionist if it accepts some cultural ex-
planations of social behavior.7

The difference between the positions of
Peacocke and sociobiologists is the extent to
which culture builds from biology. The re-
ductionism question ‘becomes whether or
not culture can ineak away from biology.
Theologians, such as Peacocke, say it can.
Social behavior has genuinely emergent fea-
tures. Sociobiologists say it cannot. Wilson,
of Harvard University, is an example. He
writes: “Can the cultural evolution of higher
ethkai values gain a direction and momen-
tum of its own and completely replace ge-
netic evolution? I think not. The genes hold
culture on a leash.’~s My own view is that
culture does go beyond biology but is al-
ways tethered to it.

Peacocke responds to sociobiology by
saying it has a restricted range and needs to
be part of something eise. This iarger frame-
work is theistic.7

Dkcussion on survival,~ Peacocke7 be-
lieves, beiongs to the larger framework.
Sociobiology says what needs doing if hu-
mans are to survive. Peacocke reacts: “Sur-
vival for what?”~ Is survival the most ur-
gent value? There are higher order questions
that he thinks need answers before iooking
to sociobiology. A religious example is the
belief that the chief end of humanity is to
giorify God. God% values for hwrmns may
not rule out our extinction.

Similarly, Thomas King horn Georgetown
University asks if suMvrd is a value. The
iatter is something that he thinks has no em-
pirical proof. “Science has provided us with
much, but it will give us an ethic on the
same day that it gives us a square circle,”ql
he commented at the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops in 1987,

Peacocke raises another issue.T He dis-
agrees with Wilson and the University of
Guelph philosopher Michael Ruse when
they say morality is “an iiiusion fobbed off
on us by our genes to get us to cooperate ....
[It is] a shared iiiusion of the human race:qz
King writes: “Just because religion enabies
people to survive does not mean that its con-
tent is illusion.” The eyes, he suggests, are
also “enabiing mechanisms for survival.”
This does not imply, however, that what the
eyes see is not there. Simiiariy, religion can
refer to what really exists. He thinks Wilson
sees religion as only adding “emotional fuzz
to values developed elsewhere.”s 1

Cambridge University’s John Bowker crit-
icizes sociobiology’s poverty. It does not
allow for the quaihative or aesthetic in reii-
gion. A religion like Christianity, he says,
can agree that humans are “tunes sung by
the genes.” But it differs by saying humans
can also become “tunes sung by God.”33 He
even suggests God might act along with epi-
genetic rules to constrain human behavior
and development.

The above objections to sociobiology say
genes do not hoid culture on a leash. The
tethering question underlies most theo-
logians’ reactions to sociobiology. It is espe-
cially behind their strong negative re-
sponses. Their replies set up a dualism:
timiogy deals with a worid separate from
science’s. This belief is common among
theologians when they try to defend their
turf against science.

Deflecting Dudiam

Sociobiology’s conclusions may already
have support among theologians. in ap-
proaching the “is*’l“ought” question, the
theologians might start with the foiiowing
Gcxi has brought humanity along the evolu-
tionary path. The “is” must therefore say
somethhg about God’s intentions for the
human species. As Hefier, from the Lu-
theran School of Theology in Chicago, sug-
gests, filling out the “ought” from a theolog-
ical point of view, therefore, will draw
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extensively on the “is.” This is God’s way of
working.~

Another example is that religion may sup-
port species survival as the most important
value. Karl Peters, a philosopher from Rol-
lins College, describes survival as perhaps
central to a religious outlook.as Hefner also
believes suwival is a piimary theological
vrthre.

Sociobiology says culture is an instru-
ment of genetic survival. Meaning is not
separate from the biological. Biology starts
and drives any ctdhrral activity, directing it
with epigenetic rules. To help human sur-
vival even more, biology deceives people
into thinking meaning comes fust. So
Peacocke’s and other theologians’ genes
promote their belief in a dual world of
meaning beyond biology’s. They think and
feel according to the channels of their epi-
genetic rules.

Thus, there is no complete release from
genetic survival pressures to make really
free decisions. Ethicists follow the “is”
when debating what the “is” means. They
also follow it when discussing what the
“ought” should be in different situations.
The “is” requires deciding the “ought.”

Similarly, genes require that theology and
similar cultural activities work out and pro-
mote what humans might aspire to. Biology
through its epigenetic rules encourages hu-
mans to raise and answer “meaning” ques-
tions. It pressures them to do this so they
will want to survive and reproduce. In trying
to make sure his gene line continues,
Peacocke’s biology makes him ask “sur-
vival for what? And it makes him insist that
the truth of religious ideas comes before
what sociobiology says.

There is only one way to maintain the
position in which theology has a stictly

larger framework than Sociobiology’s. Sup-
porters have to separate science fkom reli-
gion and morality. Such a stand splits the
two areas into separate worlds or compart-
ments or levels with theology higher in the
hierarchy.

I have discussed in other publications why
I believe this strategy is dangerous and inad-
equate.m.36Further, modem society tends to
accept the scientilc method as the measure
of truth over that of traditional theology.
Most modem people, I imagine, prefer their
world view informed by science rather than
dominated by a traditional religion. In the
final analysis, durdism does not hold up.
Genes, it would seem tether all that humans
do. Culture adds to what the genes bring and
seeks to enforce what they require.

Thus, theology must try to build on and
with Sociobiology rather than be afraid of it.
This constmctive dialogue has already
started.

Some Final Words

The relation today between religion and
science is still mostly one of warfare. Ruse’s
and Wilson’s atheist attacks under the guise
of sociobiology are examples. Theology, for
the most prut, huddles in underground bun-
kers safe from the advance and missiles of
science. But to stay there is the end of
theology’s relevance to the modem world. It
also means the loss of wisdom from the
past.

Alternatively, religion might engage and
form a partnership with science. Together,
they could build a culture that speaks to the
range of human needs, including the moral
and religious.
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EdiEorid Schedule Change
Whh the first issue of 1991, 1S1@implemented a schedule change in the front matter

for Current Contents. @Citation G’assics ~ and the 1S1@’Press Digest, inchniing Hot
Topics, now appear every other week. They alternate with either an essay by Eugene
Garfield, a reprint with an appropriate introduction, or an essay by an invited guest.
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